DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
CASE RECORDATION
(MASS) Serial Register Page

Run Date: 07/23/2013
Run Time: 12:46 PM

01 12-24-1970;084STAT1566;30USC1001,ET S
Case Type 320901: GEO GEOPHYSICAL EXPL
Commodity 770: GEOTHERMAL L
Case Disposition: CLOSED

Serial Number: NVN--- - 085804
Int Rel % Interest

Name & Address
GERLACH GEOTHERMAL LLC 1505 TYRELL LN BOISE ID 83706 APPLICANT 100.000000

Mer Twp Rng Sec STyp SNr Suff Subdivision District/Field Office County Mgmt Agency
21 0320N 0230E 003 ALIQ SWSE WINNEMUCCA FO WASHOE BUREAU OF LAND MGMT

Act Date Code Action Action Remark Pending Office
08/26/2008 124 APLN RECD
08/26/2008 500 GEOGRAPHIC NAME GERLACH;
08/26/2008 501 REFERENCE NUMBER LEASE N-75228;
08/26/2008 669 LAND STATUS CHECKED
08/26/2008 974 AUTOMATED RECORD VERIF SMM;
08/27/2008 025 DNA INITIATED
09/09/2008 026 DNA CONCLUDED NV-020-08-DNA-52;
09/11/2008 104 ADDTL INFO RQSTD EVIDENCE OF BOND;
12/20/2010 967 CLOSED WITHOUT ACTION /A/

Line Nr Remarks
0001 TEMPERATURE GRADIENT DRILLING ON WELL 68-3;
0002 /A/NO EVIDENCE OF BOND RECEIVED. FILE CLOSED.

NO WARRANTY IS MADE BY BLM FOR USE OF THE DATA FOR PURPOSES NOT INTENDED BY BLM